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beneﬁt from HSCT vs those who would be
better served by participating in clinical trials
with newer antileukemic therapies.
Abnl(17p) has emerged as one of the worst
cytogenetic aberrations in AML. Although
abnl(17p) may be conveniently identiﬁed by
conventional metaphase cytogenetics or
ﬂuorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), it is
only a part of the mutational spectrum in the
tumor protein 53 (TP53) gene. TP53 is highly
conserved across vertebrates and, in humans, is
located on chromosome 17p. Most mutations
in TP53 remain cryptic and are only identiﬁed
by gene sequencing. What do we know
about TP53 mutations in AML? Whereas
cytogenetically deﬁned abnl(17p) is seen in
;5% of AML, the frequency of TP53
mutations found by sequencing is 8% in de
novo AML.2 TP53 mutation is the hallmark
genetic aberration, rising to ;30%, in
secondary AML.3 Signiﬁcantly, TP53
mutations are driver mutations, in most cases
mutually exclusive with mutations involving
the transcription factor fusion genes NPM1,
RUNX1, Flt3-ITD, or CEBPA and are highly
correlated with a complex karyotype.2,4-6
In this retrospective analysis of pooled
registry data, Middeke et al have reported on
the outcomes of 201 AML subjects with abnl
(17p) by cytogenetics or FISH, all of whom
underwent allogeneic HSCT. This is the ﬁrst
large retrospective study to derive deﬁnitive
conclusions about the value of HSCT with this
cytogenetic abnormality. Overall survival (OS)
was only 22% even in CR1, and early relapse
was the greatest contributor to mortality with
a cumulative incidence estimate of 49%.1
Such dismal outcomes are comparable to
the monosomal karyotpye7 and Flt-3 ITD8
mutations that confer OS of ;20% despite
prompt HSCT in CR1. Although the OS with
abnl(17p) after HSCT is certainly better than
the OS of 0% described in another large series,4
it is clear that HSCT produces disappointing
outcomes.
The poor prognosis of this subtype of
AML is not at all surprising. TP53 is frequently
referred to as the “guardian of the genome”
based upon its crucial role as a tumor
suppressor gene in protecting against
mutations in the genome. TP53 mutations
may occur infrequently in the germline
(Li-Fraumeni syndrome) but more commonly
as acquired somatic mutations that are involved
in ;50% of all malignant conditions.9 More
than 1000 different somatic mutations have
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been described, defying drug development.
Mutational effects range from recessive loss of
function (with an intact functional copy of the
wild-type [WT] allele) to dominant-negative
mutations (which dimerize to inactivate
WT TP53). TP53 works as the critical
mediator of a network that senses cellular stress
and, in turn, regulates many other genes. TP53
activation either halts cell proliferation in order
to facilitate DNA repair or kills the cell when
damage is irreparable (see ﬁgure). Loss of TP53
function has been associated with invasion,
proliferation, and metastasis. Importantly,
TP53 mutation also confers resistance to
genotoxic agents, which translates into
refractoriness to cytotoxic chemotherapy and
irradiation. Conventional small-molecule
approaches to restore the functional loss of
a defective tumor suppressor have not been
successful but there are several promising
therapies in development.10 It is therefore
notable that the modest beneﬁt of HSCT in
abnl(17p) AML probably suggests that there
is residual susceptibility to the graft-versusleukemia (GVL) effect. Deﬁnitive evidence
for GVL against abnl(17p) AML, such as
responses to donor lymphocyte infusions, is
still lacking. However, this does support
exploring immunotherapeutic approaches
against what is currently an “undruggable”
target. Given the critical importance of TP53
mutation in oncogenesis and the absence
of a US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA)–approved therapeutic, there is an
urgent need for strategies that may restore the
“guardian of the genome” to its guard post.
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In this issue of Blood, Steward-Tharp et al report the generation of a murine
model of the human primary immunodeﬁciency autosomal dominant hyperimmunoglobulin E syndrome (AD-HIES) and reveal novel insights and
therapeutic outcomes for this fascinating human monogenic disorder.1

“S

o Satan went forth from the presence
of the Lord, and smote Job with sore
boils from the sole of his foot unto his crown.”
This quote from the book of Job prefaced the

subject of a clinical report by Davis et al that, in
1966, provided the ﬁrst description of a new
primary immunodeﬁciency. It was named Job’s
syndrome after the biblical ﬁgure Job who
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was covered in boils, not unlike the patients
detailed in that report.2 Job’s syndrome is
characterized by recurrent staphylococcal
infections of the lung and skin, as well as
chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis.2-5
Strikingly, viral susceptibility is not
a common clinical complication of Job’s
syndrome patients, although recent reports
suggest problems controlling reactivation of
some herpes viruses.6 Following the discovery
of immunoglobulin E (IgE) in the early
1970s, Buckley noted that these patients had
extremely high levels of IgE,3 which led
to renaming Job’s syndrome as autosomal
dominant hyper-immunoglobulin E
syndrome (AD-HIES). Buckley also reported
defective humoral immune responses in
patients with Job’s syndrome, despite
normal levels of serum IgM, IgG, and IgA.3
Additional features of AD-HIES include
eosinophilia, susceptibility to B-cell
lymphoma, and nonimmunologic defects
affecting musculoskeletal, connective tissue,
dental, and circulatory systems.4,5
Despite increased understanding and
awareness of the clinical features of
AD-HIES over the ensuing decades, it
was not until 2007—41 years after the
initial description2—that the genetic defect
underlying this condition was revealed.
Elegant studies by Minegishi et al7 and
Holland et al8 discovered that heterozygous
mutations in STAT3 caused AD-HIES.
Subsequent studies of lymphocytes from
patients with AD-HIES identiﬁed critical
roles for STAT3 in generating Th17 cells,
Tfh cells, and memory B and CD81
T cells and the ability of naı̈ve B cells to
differentiate into plasmablasts in response to
STAT3-activating cytokines.5 These ﬁndings
provided a cellular basis for several key
clinical features of AD-HIES, namely
susceptibility to recurrent fungal and possibly
staphylococcal infections (Th17 deﬁcit),
impaired humoral immunity (Tfh and
B-cell defects), and susceptibility to B-cell
lymphoma and latent herpes viruses (reduced
memory CD81 T cells).5,6 However, studies
in humans are limited by ethical and logistical
constraints; thus, an animal model of STAT3
deﬁciency would be a valuable resource for
further exploring molecular and cellular
mechanisms underlying disease pathogenesis
in AD-HIES.
Although Stat3-gene targeted mice
were generated in 1997, their utility as an
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experimental model was curtailed by
embryonic lethality following constitutive
Stat3 deletion.9 This ﬁnding had at least two
important outcomes. First, Stat3-null mice
provided little indication that STAT3
mutations could underlie a primary immunedeﬁcient condition in humans. Second, there
were substantial differences between Stat3-null
mutations in mice and heterozygous mutations
in humans, with the former being fatal and the
latter, although compatible with life, were
deleterious for human health. This reﬂected
residual activity of the wild-type STAT3 allele
that permitted placental implantation and
embryogenesis but was clearly insufﬁcient for
immune cell function. However, the generation
of mice lacking Stat3 in speciﬁc lineages did
reveal defects in Th17 cells, Tfh cells, and
antigen-speciﬁc antibody (Ab) responses
when Stat3 was selectively deleted from CD41
T cells or B cells.5 Even with the knowledge
that STAT3 mutations caused AD-HIES,
Stat3 conditionally deﬁcient mice had
limited application as an in vivo model
because loss of Stat3 in individual cell lineages
failed to recapitulate the full phenotype of
disease.
Thus, a new mouse model was required that
would be more faithful to the human condition.
To achieve this, Steward-Tharp et al1
generated BAC-transgenic mice expressing
a deletion mutation (V463del) in Stat3 that is
relatively common in AD-HIES patients.7,8
Strategically, the authors selected 1 mouse
strain expressing 2 copies of the transgene, thus
recreating the heterozygous and dominant
negative nature of the human STAT3
mutation. Detailed analysis revealed signiﬁcant
similarities between these mice and AD-HIES
patients, including normal lymphocyte
development but impaired generation of
Th17 cells, which resulted in susceptibility
to infection with the gut-tropic bacteria
Citrobacter rodentium, poor Ab responses and,
importantly, hyper-IgE.1 Although it could
be argued that susceptibility to C rodentium
is a feature of mice rather than the human
condition, it is consistent with poor immunity
in AD-HIES to infections at mucocutaneous
sites which, like protection against
C rodentium, require interleukin-17 (IL-17)
and IL-22 production by CD41 T cells and
IL-22–induced STAT3-dependent expression
of antimicrobial proteins in epithelial cells.
Stat3-mutant mice also developed severe
C rodentium–induced inﬂammatory bowel

disease and signiﬁcant mortality following
lipopolysaccharide challenge1; both of these
were attributed to increased production of
proinﬂammatory cytokines (tumor necrosis
factor a [TNF-a], IL-12, interferon gamma
[IFN-g]) and reduced IL-10, which
signals through STAT3. A curious feature of
AD-HIES is a marked lack of inﬂammation,2,4
which may reﬂect a predominant role
for IL-6/STAT3 signaling in human
inﬂammation that is not phenocopied in mice
or may be unique to C rodentium infection in
rodents.
Although AD-HIES is not a fatal
immunodeﬁciency, it is nonetheless life
shortening.4 Thus, insights into therapeutic
options would be valuable. Although stem
cell transplantation (SCT) of AD-HIES
patients has been attempted, results
have been inconsistent.10 Given the
ubiquitous expression of STAT3 and the
nonimmunologic features of AD-HIES, it is
perhaps not surprising that SCT has had mixed
outcomes. Reconstitution of Stat3-mutant
mice with wild-type bone marrow restored
Th17 responses, but this provided only partial
protection against C rodentium, demonstrating
that, although transplanted mice could
generate appropriate cytokines for protection
against this pathogen, these effector
cytokines—probably IL-22—need to exert
their function via STAT3 in nonhematopoietic
cells (ie, epithelia) to provide complete
protection against infection. These ﬁndings
suggest that SCT of AD-HIES patients may
have only a partial impact on infectious
susceptibility, with additional prophylactic
treatments required. However, SCT will
probably cure defects in Ab responses in
AD-HIES.
Overall, this is a very exciting model that,
unlike germline Stat3 deletion, mimics the
genetic lesion in AD-HIES, thereby allowing
detailed dissection of cellular defects and
disease in affected individuals. And although
this model may not tell us what causes retention
of primary teeth in AD-HIES patients, it may
provide answers to the age-old question of
what causes hyper-IgE and may identify
mechanisms causing nonimmunologic defects.
Furthermore, it could represent a preclinical
model to test drugs considered for treating
AD-HIES. So, there are plenty of “Job’s” in
store for these mice!
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In this issue of Blood, Iqbal et al,1 having compiled gene expression proﬁles from
.300 peripheral T-cell lymphomas, expand previous ﬁndings on the diagnostic
value of molecular signatures that correlate with different histological types of
T-cell lymphomas. They report the discovery of 2 molecular subgroups of peripheral
T-cell lymphomas, not otherwise speciﬁed (PTCL, NOS), characterized by high
expression of either GATA-binding protein 3 (GATA-3) or t-box 21 (TBX21)
transcription factors and corresponding target genes, with the GATA3 subgroup
being associated with distinctly worse prognosis. In an independent study, Wang
et al2 also show that GATA3 expression in a subset of PTCL, NOS identiﬁes
a subgroup of patients with inferior survival.

P

TCLs—a term collectively designating
malignancies derived from mature
T cells and natural killer cells—comprise a
heterogeneous group of disease entities that
are overall rare, accounting for ,15% of all
non-Hodgkin lymphomas worldwide.3 PTCLs
pose challenges in several respects. Clinically,
most entities are aggressive diseases with
overall poor response to classical treatments
and carry a dismal prognosis.4 With respect
to classiﬁcation and diagnosis, in contrast with
the main B-cell lymphomas entities that are
deﬁned by a combination of morphologic,
immunophenotypic, genetic, and clinical
features and are linked to a normal cellular
counterpart, many T-cell lymphoma entities
are pathologically heterogeneous, most of them
lack deﬁning genetic aberrations, and their
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classiﬁcation relies on less well-characterized
diagnostic criteria.5 The paradigm is
represented by PTCL, NOS, which represents
the largest PTCL entity and is deﬁned “by
default” as encompassing cases not fulﬁlling
criteria allowing categorization in a more
speciﬁc entity. Not unexpectedly, PTCL,
NOS is heterogeneous, both pathologically and
clinically, and although it is has been repeatedly
stated that it may encompass several distinct
entities, various attempts to identify biologically
relevant subgroups have yet mostly failed.6
The discovery of 2 distinct molecular
subgroups of PTCL, NOS identiﬁed by
unsupervised analysis of genome-wide
molecular proﬁles reported by Iqbal et al
represents a major step forward in deciphering
the heterogeneity of PTCL, NOS.

Interestingly, the 2 subgroups, deﬁned by
overexpression of GATA3 or TBX21 (t-bet)
and associated target genes, are biologically
meaningful. Both GATA3 and TBX21 are
transcription factors that are master regulators
of gene expression proﬁles in T helper (Th)
cells, skewing Th polarization into Th2 and
Th1 differentiation pathways, respectively.
The molecular signatures of lymphomas
associated with high expression of these
transcription factors were also enriched in
other Th2- or Th1-associated transcripts, and
GATA-3–positive PTCLs are associated with
eosinophilia that is typically mediated by Th2
cytokines. These novel ﬁndings add to the
increasing evidence that cell lineage is a major
determinant of PTCL biology and deﬁning
factor for the delineation of PTCL entities or
subgroups. Considering Th cell subsets (see
ﬁgure), it is already known that the follicular
helper subset represents the cellular origin
of angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma,7
whereas the neoplastic cells in human
T-lymphotropic virus 1–associated T-cell
lymphoma/leukemia generally exhibit
a T-regulatory phenotype with expression of
FOXP3 transcription factor.8 The new data
published by Iqbal and Wang and colleagues
now suggest that a large proportion of PTCL,
NOS is related to either Th1 or Th2 lineage
derivation. There is, however, no perfect
overlap between the signatures derived from
the lymphoma subgroups and those of the
normal Th subsets, likely reﬂecting the
plasticity of the T-cell system. In addition, the
TBX21 group might be more heterogeneous
as it also comprises a subset of cases with
a cytotoxic proﬁle, and using the molecular
classiﬁer developed to distinguish between the
GATA3 and TBX21 subgroups, there remains
a proportion of cases whose gene expression
signature is indeterminate and cannot be
assigned to one or the other category. Thus,
additional studies and analysis of larger cohorts
of patients may be necessary to validate the
current ﬁndings and possibly reﬁne the
molecular classiﬁcation.
The data published by Iqbal et al suggest
that the GATA3 signature associates with
distinctly less favorable clinical outcome
and shorter overall survival than the
TBX21 signature. There appears to be
a good correlation between the molecular
signatures and protein expression; hence,
immunohistochemistry for GATA3 and
TBX21 is a reliable surrogate to the
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